Dependable Attractive Cabinets
for dispensing draft beer

Designed and built tough
Perlick direct draw dispensers are designed to take all the punishment full kegs can dish out. The
fully reinforced floor, super heavy-duty door sill and thick two-inch foamed-in-place side walls add
up to the most solid and durable cabinets available today. Mount our dispensers on casters or legs
and they won’t develop sagging floors or bent door sills. Available with black or stainless steel doors
and grille.

Easy access frontHeavy duty stainless
vented compressor
steel hinges will not
housing pulls out for
deteriorate or discolor.
ease of service.
Convenient floor drain
makes cleaning the
Self-closing field reversible
Two inch foamed-incabinet interior easy.
doors stay open wide for
place insulation provides
easy access, yet are selfgreater energy efficiency
closing within six inches
and structural strength.
Locks installed
of the frame.
above each door.

Add optional leg or
caster kits. Making
it easier to keep a
sanitary bar.

All models are
equipped with a
stainless steel top,
front, back and sides.
Optional black or
stainless finish on
doors and grille.

Solid polyethylene
door sill absorbs
keg weight
without bending
or sagging.

The durable stainless
steel interior floor
pan stands up to
the everyday abuse
of loading and
unloading kegs.

Always raising the bar.
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Sizes and styles to meet your needs
Perlick can provide a cabinet for almost any dispensing requirement. These direct draw dispensers
are available in sizes and styles with options to fit any beer dispensing need. They can be totally
portable (see page 4) or used for under the counter installations. Available with black or stainless
steel doors and grille.

Model shown: DS72S
with optional leg kit.

Model shown: DS60S
with optional leg kit.

Model shown: DS84B
with optional leg kit.

Distinctive Dispensing heads
Optional highly styled dispensing heads will bring attention to your draft beer service.

Call Today!
Perlick direct draw beer
dispensers are an exceptional value at
competitive prices.
Call - 800-558-5592 for information.
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Euro

Always raising the bar.
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Draft beer on the go
Roll out the draft beer
Perlick’s portable draft beer dispensers roll out to serve beer wherever a crowd gathers. Both the
multi-keg Concessionaire and the single-keg portable units are completely self-contained and
require no plumbing.
Two, three or four-keg
Concessionaire available with
stainless steel doors and grille
only. Impact-resistant bumpers
protect cabinet from damage.
Access panel conceals 5lb. CO2
drum (not inc.), regulator and
liquid waste tank. Big 5” casters for easy maneuverability. All
doors lock to prevent tampering.

Single-keg model for smaller groups
Perlick’s single-keg direct draw dispenser is
a compact version of our larger units. Available
with black or stainless steel door and grille.
Mounted on 3” casters, the single-keg
dispenser is perfect for venues where space
is at a premium. And, it’s also a great dispenser
for home use. Also available for undercounter
installation.

Always raising the bar.
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